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westward, one behind another and apparently separated
from each other by tongues of gravel, lay the five dune-ranges
composing the 'Awariq tract, to a depth of about five miles ;
and behind them again were the low ridges, some seven or
eight in number, of Bani Ma'aridh. Our further course,
varying from WSW. to SSW., was designed to avoid the ups
and downs of the sand-tracts by skirting along the edge of
Sahma past the echeloned southern extremities of the various
ridges or lines of dunes. To some extent the sands spilled
over from the north on to the gravel in slender tongues and
isolated dunes, which in some places crossed the plain to lie
along the fringe of Shuwaikila. Generally speaking however
the gravel is bordered on the south by the latter while, apart
from the protruding tongues of hard plain forming bays and
estuaries in the sands, Sahma lies wholly south of 'Awariq
and Bani Ma'aridh. So far as I could gather from Salim's
rather vague information it joins up with the great plain of
Abu Bahr by a narrow corridor between Shuwaikila and the
southern extremities of Bard Ma'aridh.
The fifth night of our journey found us about 170 miles
out from Naifa—satisfactory progress on the whole—but the
best part of 200 miles lay ahead of us and we could scarcely
hope to do it in less than five or six days. Another night-
march was therefore necessary and, in spite of a rather
fatiguing day of warmth and unrelieved sunshine, we were in
the saddle again by 1.30 a.m. to march three hours in the
dark. We rode on the gravel with the sands immediately to
our right. And again I was struck by the curious incandes-
cent effect produced by the conditions of night-marchiBg in
this sand-country. The dark silhouettes of oxir camels seemed
to be surrounded by vague halos of light, and one could see
bushes and the outlines of the dunes with astonishing clear-
ness.
After the incident of the previous night our breakfast
party was somewhat glum and the camels were not called
upon to supply milk for anybody. Our feare was dates akme,
and oialy a meagre ration of them, for we oouW not afford to
be too optimistic in the rate of ooasumptsm of our sate means
of sustenance. I had had raw meat to chew during the night-

